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Abstract: To ensure reliable execution of flight tasks 
in the presence of both external perturbations and 
internal parametric perturbations, deterioration of 
the characteristics of the sensors, a control system 
structure based on intelligent technologies is proposed. 
The process of forming a “knowledge base” of a fuzzy 
controller is considered. The results of mathematical 
modeling of the longitudinal UAV control channel with 
a PID-controller and a fuzzy controller in the control 
loop are presented.
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1. Introduction 
The modern development of society requires the 

use of UAVs to solve a wide range of problems of var-
ying complexity, which requires the improvement 
and creation of new UAVs, as well as their pilot-nav-
igation complexes with the use of intellectual tech-
nologies. UAVs are extremely relevant today, trust-
ing the investigation of large detainees found with 
the safety and life of people [1]. Unmanned aerial 
vehicles do not require any pilot on board and can 
be operated autonomously or remotely operated by 
the pilot [2, 3].

For today information technologies have radical-
ly changed the concept of UAVs and expanded their 
military and civilian use [4, 5]. Drones are indispen-
sable in solving of a number of civilian tasks, such as: 
finding, detecting and identifying objects; disaster 
monitoring and control [6]; monitoring of oil and gas 
pipelines; fire detection [7]; search and rescue [8]; 
observing of public events [9]; observation of land 
and sea traffic [10]; ecological control and monitoring 
of plant growing [11]; terrestrial display and photo-
graphing [12]; meteorological observation; transpor-
tation of cargo; aero-photography; traffic monitoring 
and control [13, 14].

UAVs are indispensable during military missions. 
Thus, for the promising UAVs, it is possible to outline 
such basic tasks as: reconnaissance of above-ground, 

air and naval targets, terrain exploration; radiation, 
chemical and biological investigation; installation of 
radio interference; fire management and targeting of 
ground, air and marine firearms; evaluation of the re-
sults of blows on the enemy [15, 16].

It should be mentioned that the development 
of UAVs for various purposes requires a number of 
topical tasks, including the development of an on-
board control system and flight stabilization in the 
conditions of external disturbances [17, 18], as well 
as onboard high-precision navigation system. For 
example, a UAV flight control system must satisfy 
a number of conflicting requirements: reliability, 
simplicity of design, low cost, light weight and pow-
er consumption of actuators on the one hand, on 
the other hand: the accuracy of flight control in the 
conditions of external UAV perturbations. A compro-
mise between different options can be achieved by 
use in the production of onboard UAV control sys-
tem of modern intelligent control methods [19, 20]: 
artificial neural [21]; fuzzy logic [22]; genetic algo-
rithms. As follows, the relevance of the above studies 
is to develop an onboard UAV control system based 
on modern intellectual technologies, which will im-
prove the quality and accuracy of stabilization of its 
motion parameters in the conditions of external dis-
turbances.

2. Materials and Methods of Research
In Fig. 1. Typical UAVs are presented which were de-

veloped at the National Aviation University (Ukraine, 
Kyiv) [23]. Those UAV’s are physically constructions 
[23]. As a typical UAV is considered M-7D “Heavenly 
patrol” (Fig. 2d). This UAV is a twin-engine aircraft 
of the normal scheme with a high wing. There is an 
opening under the gondola for mounting the bot-
tom / front camera. Main UAV technical characteris-
tics: starting mass, kg – up to 150; payload weight, 
kg – up to 50; top speed, km / h. – 190; maximum 
flight altitude, m – up to 5000; maximum flight dura-
tion, h. – up to 10; method of start and landing – by 
plane; control modes – automatic / semi-automatic. 
UAVs can be used for patrolling linear objects, map-
ping and aerial photography, real-time video sur-
veillance, etc. [23]. The numerical indicators for the 
control system with actuators of the M-7D “Heavenly 
patrol”[23] is 2 kg.
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Earth. But used system is a topographic coordinate 
system, so it is necessary to translate the information 
into a topographic system. The air-data computer 
(ADC) includes static pressure sensor (SPS) and full 
pressure sensor (FPS) and an ambient temperature 
sensor (ATS). The trajectory of the control system 
consists of a coordinate converter (R – UAV’s position 
vector; V – airspeed), a trajectory control system and 
a flight path setter that stores points of space (alti-
tude, latitude, and longitude in the geographical co-
ordinate system).
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Fig. 1. Structure of the UAV M-7D Heavenly Patrol Pilot-
Navigation Complex Using Intelligent Technologies, 
where: FPS – full pressure sensor; SPS – static pressure 
sensor; TS – temperature sensor; ADC – air-data 
computer; GIC – gyro-induction compass; SNS – satellite 
navigation system; СC – coordinate converter (R – plane 
position vector; V – airspeed);intelligent flight control 
system; height H; СS – command signal ψ, θ – yaw 
angle and pitch angle

The intelligent flight control system consists of 
two main modules: fuzzy UAV longitudinal motion 
controller and fuzzy UAV lateral motion controller. 
Fuzzy controllers take data from the navigation sys-
tem and produce control effects based on bases of 
laws of management in the form “IF (flight situation) 
THEN (required control effect)”, and then submit 
them in the form of signals to the UAVs (steering 
heights and ailerons). So, the longitudinal control 
channel is presented as: height H, pitch angle ϑ and 
its derivative θ, cs – a command signal that switches 
the mode circuit. For the longitudinal control chan-
nel, these are modes such as dial mode and height 
stabilization. In the presented UAV model, the con-
trol plane – elevation rudder δer (Fig. 2). Side angle 
feed: angle of lightning ψ and its derivative ψ; cs – 
a command signal that switches the mode circuit. 
For the lateral control channel, these are modes such 
as reversal mode, setpoint mode, setpoint stabiliza-
tion mode. In the presented UAV model, the control 

.

.
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Fig. 1. Typical UAVs which were developed in NAU: 
a) M-6-3 “Zhaivir”; b) M-7V5 “Heavenly patrol”; 
c) BTS M-10 “Eye 2”; d) M-7D “Heavenly patrol”

Structural and functional diagram of the pilot-nav-
igation complex M-7D “Heavenly patrol” with the use 
of intellectual technologies is presented in the follow-
ing form in Fig. 2.

The UAV pilot-navigation complex is structured as 
three modules of main units (trajectory control sys-
tem, intelligent flight control system and navigation 
system), which are connected by cables. The UAV nav-
igation system consists of a satellite navigation sys-
tem (SNS), which operates offline and is designed to 
determine the location and speed of UAV flight. SNS 
receiver – is a combined module of GPS receiver and 
antenna. Performs UAV coordinates and transmits 
current information to the navigation system. The sat-
ellite navigation system provides information in a ge-
ocentric coordinate system linked to the center of the 
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1, , 1, , 1,iq l i n j r= = =  we’ll consider fuzzy sets given by 
universal sets Mi and P, defined by the ratios (2) (3).

Fuzzy sets q
is  and vj we’ll define the ratios:
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where: ( )q
iis m  – function of belonging of the input 

variable mi∈[mi min,mi max] to the set ∈ = =, 1, , 1,q
i iis S q l i n;  

( )jv yµ  – function of belonging of the output variable  
p∈[pmin,pmax]– to the solution vj ∈V, 1,j r= .

The available expert data, presented in the form of 
a knowledge matrix, establishes a connection be-
tween the set of input parameters which characterize 
the current state of the UAV m1–mn and appropriate 
management influences vj 1,j r=  to UAV’s executive 
bodies, in the form of logical statements of the type 
“IF (flight situation) THEN (control influence re-
quired)” in the following form:

 
= =

 
= → = = 

  
 

1 1
( ) , 1,

jk n
jq

i ji
q i

m s p v j r .  (6)

where: ∪ (or), ∩ (and); =( 1, )jv j r  – linguistic evalua-
tion of the output variable p, determined from a fuzzy 
set P; jq

is  – linguistic evaluation of the input variable 
mi in q-th row of the j-th disjunction selected from the 
corresponding fuzzy set Si, 1, , 1, , 1, ji n j r q k= = = ; kj – 
the number of rules that determine the value of the 
output variable of the controller on the UAV actuators.

In conclusion, to resolve the issue of formalizing 
the process of making a managerial existence based 
on fuzzy logic, note the following:first, the representa-
tion of the input parameters (altitude and flight speed, 
pitch angle, etc) of the fuzzy UAV controller in the 
form of linguistic variables with fuzzy sets (negative 
large, negative small, zero, positive large, and so on) 
allows to describe the cause-effect relationships “in-
put parameters – control effects” in natural language 
using fuzzy logical statements.

3. The Results of Research
Analysis of the dynamic characteristics of UAV, al-

lows us to formulate the basic requirements for flight 
control system (FCS) in the following form:
– FCS should provide an acceptable quality of tran-

sients under the influence of deterministic con-
trol signals, as well as stochastic disturbances of 
the environment (horizontal and vertical gusts of 
wind).For example, for a typical UAV (Fig. 1.d), the 
time for the establishment of a transient process 
by a command to increase (decrease) the height 
by 50 m should be no more than 10 seconds, over-
shoot%, the oscillations should be damped in no 
more than 1 period.

plane – ailerons δa (Fig. 2). In order to ensure the 
competitiveness and efficiency of the use of UAVs, it 
is necessary for them to have a low cost and large 
weight of useful weight.For the purpose to provide 
these requirements a minimum number of low-cost 
sensors are set on board of the UAV, which means 
that the available measurements contain noise, 
which makes the synthesis of an efficient UAV mo-
tion control system much more difficult, and the 
use of standard control laws becomes impossible 
or inefficient. Taking into account all these features, 
as well as to avoid the use of slow-acting expensive 
adaptive systems, there is a need to synthesize con-
trol systems based on intelligent technologies that 
allow maintaining the controllability and stability of 
UAVs in the conditions of external disturbances.

Consider forming a “base of laws” of control in 
a fuzzy UAV controller. Let’s represent UAV as an ob-
ject of control with mn inputs and one output which 
corresponds to the controlling influence on the exec-
utive bodies:
 p = f (m1, m2,...mn), (1)

where: f – output variable (angle of deflection of rud-
der of height, direction, ailerons, etc.); m1, m2,...mn – in-
put variables (speed, height, angles of attack, sliding, 
pitch, roll, yaw, it derivatives etc).

Variables m1, m2,...mn and p are quantitative, so the 
known limits of their change are assumed:

 = =min max[ , ], 1, ;i i iM m m i n  (2)
 P=[ pmin , pmax ], (3)
where: mi  min (mi  max) – the minimum (maximum) value 
of the input variable mi , 1,i n= ; P = [ pmin , pmax ] – the 
minimum (maximum) value of the output variable p.

The task is to vector M* = [m1*,m2*,...,mn*] of fixed 
values of input variables ∈ =* , 1,i im M i n  UAV to 
determine the required action of the automatic con-
trol system with a fuzzy controller p*∈P, that is, 
a clear value of the regulated value is submitted to the 
UAV executive bodies.

A necessary condition for the formal solution of 
such problem is the presence of dependency (1). For 
example, to determine this dependency in a longitudi-
nal channel UAV control, we’ll consider the input var-
iables ∈ = α ϑ ω =T[ , , , , ] , 1,6i zx X V H i , where V – flight
speed, α – angle of attack, H – flight altitude, θ – pitch 
angle, ωZ – the angular velocity of change of the pitch 
angle and the output variable p = δer, where δer – rud-
der as linguistic variables given by universal sets  
(2) (3).

To evaluate linguistic variables mi, 1,i n=  і p we’ll 
use fuzzy sets: = 1 2[ , ,..., ]il

i i i iS s s s  – fuzzy variable set mi, 
1,i n= ; V = [v1,v2,...vr] – fuzzy variable set p, where 
−q

is q  – is a fuzzy set of linguistic variables mi, 
1, , 1,iq l i n= = ; vj – j – is a fuzzy set of linguistic 

variables p; r – number of different solutions in this 
field. In general case ≠ ≠ ≠1 2 ... nl l l .

Names of individual terms 1 2, ,..., il
i i is s s si

1,si
2,...,si

li 
may also differ from each other for different linguistic 
variables mi, 1,i n= . Linguistic sets ∈q

iis S  і vj∈V 
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Fig. 3. Structural scheme of modeling of longitudinal 
motion of UAV in MATLAB environment, where: 
block 1 – UAV drive model; block 2 – UAV longitudinal 
motion model represented in state space; block 3 – UAV 
autopilot model

– to ensure the necessary level of adaptability of 
FSC, these requirements must be maintained for 
parametric disturbed UAV motion models. In addi-
tion, it is also necessary to further reduce the re-
gion of uncertainty associated with the influence 
of the Reynold’s number on the stability of aero-
dynamic parameters.
Thus, FSC must satisfy such conflicting require-

ments as minimizing the UAV motion stabilization 
error along given flight path under the action of de-
terministic and stochastic external disturbances and 
ensuring the adaptability of the system with respect 
to internal parametric disturbances or in the pres-
ence of uncertainty in the parameters of the UAV 
mathematical model. All this can be achieved by using 
an autopilot based on intelligent technologies in the 
UAV control loop.

Let us assume, that investigated UAV, will be de-
scribed in the space of states of the following equa-
tion:

 = + +
= +

x x u w;
y x v;

A B
C

 (7)

where: x – state vector; A, B – state and control ma-
trix; u – vector of control effects; y –observation vec-
tor; C – observation matrix; w, v – state noises and 
observations.

The vector of measured coordinates in longitudi-
nal motion has the following form:

 y=[h,θ,ωZ]T.  (8)

The vector of the UAV state in longitudinal motion 
in the state space is represented in the following form:

 x=[V,α,θ,ωZ,h]T,  (9)

where: V – actual airspeed (AAS); α – angle of attack, 
θ – pitch angle; ωZ – relative angular velocity; h – UAV 
flight altitude.

The control vector in longitudinal motion this is 
the deflection of the steering wheel height, namely:

 u=[δer]T (10)

where: u – control vector; δer – elevation rudder.
In Fig. 3 is a structural diagram of UAV motion sim-

ulation in a longitudinal control channel.
For example, let’s depict the fuzzy logic condoler 

(longitudinal canal) with two input variables (x1,x2). 
For the variable x1 7 terms are used, for the variable 
x2 – 7 terms, for the variable x3 – 7 terms (Fig. 4.). 

An example of such a network can be a system 
consisting of the following types of rules:

Example1: IF x1 is NB AND x2 is NB THEN y is NB,
Example 2: IF x1 is NB AND x2 is NM THEN y is NM,
Example 3: IF x1 is NM AND x2 is NS THEN y is NM,

where: x1, x2, – input variables, y – outputvariable, NB 
(negative big), NS (negative medium), NS (negative 
small) certain sets with membership functions of the 
triangle type.

Analyzing the main architecture of the fuzzy logic 
controller its generalized version can be seen (Fig. 4.).

Fig. 4. Generalized architecture of a neuro-fuzzy system 
with a logical conclusion subsystems

Fragment of the database of a fuzzy autopilot 
(block 3 of Fig. 3) in the form of “IF...THEN” of the con-
trol rules connecting two input variables “height mis-
match error” and “rate of change of error mismatch in 
height” with the output variable “angle of rotation of 
steering wheel height” is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Display of a fragment of the “knowledge base” of 
the fuzzy controller in the form of “IF ... THEN” control rules
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The UAV control surface is shown in Fig. 6 which 
connects two input parameters (height mismatch er-
ror and rate of change of error mismatch in height) 
with the output parameter (angle of rotation of steer-
ing wheel height).

Fig. 6. UAV control surface connecting input and output 
variable

The process of processing the “database” of the 
fuzzy controller and the formation of the control ac-
tion on the elevator is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The process of processing the “database” of the 
fuzzy controller

In Fig. 8 the results of mathematical modeling of 
UAV longitudinal motion control is presented.In the 
simulation process the PID-controller is compared 
with the control law u=k1+k2/p+k3p, where k1=0,12, 
k2=2,1, k3=3,45 – gain factors, as well as autopilot with 
a base of “control laws” (Fig. 5).
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motionwhere:1 – PID-controller, 2 – fuzzy controller: 
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A comparative analysis of the results shows that 
the control loop of a fuzzy controller with a base of 
“control laws” is used it provides an increase in the 
of the speed of stabilization of altitude in comparison 
with the PID-controller under the conditions of wind 
gust 10 m/s by 15%, and also reduces energy costs on 
the steering wheel deviation by 18%. 

Controllers Schneider M340 or Schneider M540 
and Matlab software can be used for implementing 
this intelligent control system based on fuzzy logic.

The results mathematical modelling can not be ap-
plied to other classes of UAVs, because in mathemati-
cal model used specific values for UAV M-7D Heavenly 
Patrol

4. Conclusion
For the UAV class which is considered, an impor-

tant task is reducing of the number of sensors which 
is used if to take into account the reduce of cost of 
production. By reducing the number of sensors, it is 
possible to reduce the cost of both the control sys-
tem and the UAV in general, which in turn makes the 
synthesized control system based on intelligent tech-
nologies accessible to a wider range of users with the 
desired characteristics of transients. Also, it should be 
noted that in the conventional methods of UAV con-
trol under uncertainty, the generalized control rule is 
set by a single law, and the fuzzy control uses a large 
number of partial laws. Each law operates in a given 
area of information space, which reflects an aerody-
namic properties of this type of UAV, as well as the 
change of the external environment, which allows to 
provide the properties of adaptation to deterministic 
and stochastic external perturbations.
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